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Alpine tourism
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⚫ Four basic issues will drive the success of an alpine 
resort:

⚫ The development strategy of a resort must therefore 
address preferably the four of them in order to set its place 
on the market and ensure a sustainable development to all 
the economic players of the village.

Height of the resort

Accommodation
capacity

International
recognition

Success factors

Offer 
of leisure
activities

Vision
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⚫ Accommodation capacity sets the number of visitors that can 
visit the place with a stay longer than one day. Thus, it is the driver 
of the skiers-visits in winter. The guests accommodated in the resort 
represents in most cases the major source of revenues. Their 
average daily expenses are usually higher than those of the daily 
visitors. It is therefore vital for a resort that wants to grow to 
maintain an appropriate infrastructure, offering a wide choice in 
response to customers expectations. 

⚫ International recognition ensures a resort a consistent and 
constant level of visitation. It avoids dependence upon short 
overcrowded time-periods. Ideally, the radiance of a resort should 
go beyond the country borders in order to take advantage of  
various regional and national holidays periods. The international 
recognition relies upon the marketing dynamics of the resort. Both 
the profile it is emphasising and the historical reputation it may have 
created over the past are key contributors.

Vision
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Vision

⚫ Height of the resort: Snow sports being usually the 
major attraction power of a resort, positioning and height 
have become crucial in regard to the unfavourable climatic 
conditions created by the warming up of the planet. Unless 
situated in top altitudes or under favourable latitudes or 
micro-climates, a resort can no longer make the saving of a 
comprehensive reflection dedicated to this topic, which can 
be addressed by :

– Extension of the resort in high altitude;

– Equipment in snow making facilities;

– Development of alternative activities..

In the European Alps, resorts located under 1600 meters 
are very seriously facing this issue. Low altitude villages can 
experience shortened winter openings and must consider 
the response they intend to give to this change of the 
environment. 
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⚫ Leisure activities offer: attraction of one destination is furthermore conditioned by the 
variety and quality of the facilities offered, among others at following levels :

– Lifts,

– Summer activities,

– Winter leisure activities beside ski,

– Accessibility of the various facilities,

– Friendliness of the village,

– Shopping and restaurants,  etc.

⚫ It is important to determine how the accommodations capacities will be marketed and to 
develop and promote multi-seasons activities, in order to optimise occupancy rates.

⚫ Concern of a resort can also be to have a clear and comprehensive vision of the various 
revenues generators and identify hindrances to their development. They can seek for 
solutions for rehabilitation of Real Estate, in regard to ageing properties and increased level 
of expectations of the customers. They can also search for feed-back about the viability and 
suitability of their future projects.  

Vision
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Know-how

⚫ Business planning:

– Coaching of the management for the preparation of a business plan

– Full development of the business plan

⚫ Focused analyses:

– Business review

– Analyse of skiers flows and revenues repartition

– Viability studies of new investments

– Market studies

– Second opinion

⚫ Studies and strategic reflection:

– Advisory to general management

– Working out development strategies.

– Action plans

⚫ Hands-on management:

– Receivership
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Know-how

⚫ Conferences:

– Participation to numerous local, national and international conventions, as guest speaker 
(Grand Ski, FIS International Ski Federation, UNWTO snow & mountain congresses, 
OITAF, FIANET, IMTA, national ski areas associations ...)

⚫ Market intelligence:

– Attendance to congress and international conferences (SAM, Interalpin, ASSQ Congress, 
MIPIM, EAS, ITB, WTM …)

– Preparation of Switzerland’s end of ski season report since 2004/05

– Preparation of the International Report on Snow & Mountain Tourism since 2009

– Visits of resorts in various countries

⚫ Media contributions:

– Articles in professional publications  (Montagne Leaders, Seilbahnen International)

– TV, radio and press interviews, supply of market information

⚫ Professional networks:

– Associated member of the Swiss Cableways Association

– Wide contact network with various other associations and other bodies in the area of 
tourism (DSF, Cluster Montagne, Atout France, ASSQ ...)
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⚫ Examples of mandates:

– Assistance for the analysis of the opportunity of a ski resort acquisition;
overall review of the ski area and the main operational data, answer to a series of 
specific questions from the potential investor, provision of a critical opinion. 

– Second opinion; analysis of an opportunity to acquire a ski resort in order to provide a 
second opinion to the investor, with site visit, documentary research, benchmarking of 
the resort and analysis of financial projections. 

– Analysis of Turkey's economic potential to develop ski resorts; preparation of a 
preliminary market estimate. 

– Business review of 2 small ski areas, combining a viability assessment of the resorts 
and a feasibility analysis of potential options.

– Economic viability study; formulation of an opinion on the potential and opportunity 
of the development of winter sports in a region of China.

References
Realisations
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⚫ Examples of mandates:

– Second opinion on a business plan analysing lifts renewal options; validation of 
the forecasts thanks to own customised business planning tool; recommendations 
towards the implementation of the investment projects.

– Preparation of a survey on the market situation of ski resorts industry; research 
focused on specific topics of concern to the industry; operators market survey.

– Business review and business planning in order to assess the yearly operating 
deficit of a small lift company and set the level of public support by the municipality; 
analysis, modelling and presentation to the municipal delegates.

– Viability study of the rebuilding of a lift together with installation of snowmaking 
facilities, in a low altitude region.

– Preparatory study towards the merger of 2 lift companies; benchmarking 
analysis of both companies, SWOT analysis of the potential merger, merger scenarios, 
preparation of the business plan of the 2 companies in stand alone and in merger 
situations.

References
Realisations
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⚫ Examples of mandates:

– AlpProject : benchmarking analysis covering 10 among Switzerland’s most important 
resorts; comparison of operational and financial data, study of key success factors, 
marketing survey; definition of the ideal cooperation structure; concept of a service 
company to supply the lift companies with high quality deliverables in order to improve 
their profitability and visitation.

– Review of splitting keys of the ticketing revenues between the several 
operators of an interconnected ski resort. Weighting of the various lifts, turnover and 
frequencies analysis, preparation of computation models.

– Glacier 3000 : Receivership assignment of a company in a chapter 11 situation, 
operating cable cars, chairlifts and ski lifts on the Diablerets Glacier, in the Lake Geneva 
Alps, together with a 3000 meters elevation restaurant. Quick scan of the situation, 
implementation of measures in order to ensure close follow and cope with the legal 
requirements; search for future partners and preparation of various reports.

– Preparation of the business plan for the revitalisation project of a ski resort in 
Morocco; analysis of the impact of the construction of additional beds and of the 
development of summer attractivity.

References
Realisations

AlpProjectAlpProject
EtudeEtude en en vuevue d‘d‘un rapprochementun rapprochement

Studie betreffend einer engeren ZusammenarbeitStudie betreffend einer engeren Zusammenarbeit

Medienkonferenz 21.03.2001, 11:00 UhrMedienkonferenz 21.03.2001, 11:00 Uhr
Bergbahnen prüfen verschiedene Möglichkeiten der Bergbahnen prüfen verschiedene Möglichkeiten der 

ZusammenarbeitZusammenarbeit
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References 
Tools

⚫ As a support to the handbook « En piste pour un bon business plan », published in 
cooperation with the Swiss Cableways Association, I propose a set of spreadsheets allowing 
the operators for an easy modelling of their business plans.

Prix moyen d'une journée skieur

zones de saisie des données

Année de référence : 2003

Unité monétaire : CHF

Typologie des forfaits

Type de forfaits

Désignation demi-journée journée semaine 2 semaines saison

0.5               1.0               6.0               15.0              20.0              

Grille tarifaire
CHF

Type de tarif Type de forfait

demi-journée journée semaine 2 semaines saison

Plein tarif Enfant 25.00            40.00            180.00          315.00          800.00          

 Adultes 35.00            58.00            261.00          456.75          1'160.00        

 Senior 27.00            45.00            202.50          354.38          900.00          

 Gratuit -               -               -               -               -               

Tarif réduit Enfant 20.00            32.00            144.00          252.00          640.00          

 Adultes 28.00            46.40            208.80          365.40          928.00          

 Senior 16.80            27.84            125.28          219.24          556.80          

 Groupes 21.60            36.00            162.00          283.50          720.00          

Répartition des forfaits par segments et par types
sur la base du nombre de forfaits
Type de tarif Type de forfait Global

demi-journée journée semaine 2 semaines saison

Plein tarif Enfant 0.8% 4.0% 8.0% 1.9% 1.3% 16.0%

 Adultes 1.8% 8.8% 17.5% 4.2% 2.8% 35.0%

 Senior 0.4% 2.0% 4.0% 1.0% 0.6% 8.0%

 Gratuit 0.2% 1.0% 2.0% 0.5% 0.3% 4.0%

Tarif réduit Enfant 0.6% 3.0% 6.0% 1.4% 1.0% 12.0%

 Adultes 0.8% 3.8% 7.5% 1.8% 1.2% 15.0%

 Senior 0.2% 0.8% 1.5% 0.4% 0.2% 3.0%

 Groupes 0.4% 1.8% 3.5% 0.8% 0.6% 7.0%

Global 5.0% 25.0% 50.0% 12.0% 8.0% 100.0%

Durée convenue 

(jours)

Nombre de journées-skieurs

zones de saisie des données

Année de référence : 2003

Evolution annuelle

Réel Prévisionnel

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Nombre de journées-skieurs 191'256   189'065   178'075   200'892   189'323   

Variation annuelle -1.1% -5.8% 12.8% -5.8%

Variation moyenne -1.1% -3.5% 2.0% 0.0%

Variation prévue en statu quo 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Nombre de journées skieurs 

prévues en statu quo 189'323   189'323   189'323   189'323   189'323   189'323   

Impact du business plan
Collaboration Neige Voyages 5'000       7'500       10'000     10'000     10'000     
Liaison "Grand Domaine" 25'000     50'000     

Nombre de journées skieurs 191'256 189'065 178'075 200'892 189'323 189'323 194'323 196'823 199'323 224'323 249'323 

Toutes les hypothèses de variation doivent être dûment documentées et justifiées dans le business plan
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Other references

Hospitality & leisure

➢ Preparation of the business plan of a stadium with 25,000 
seats, involving also many peripheral activities (restaurants, 
hotel, bowling, cinemas, shopping center etc ...). 

➢ Assistance in the preparation of a business plan for a 
medieval theme park. 

➢ Initial viability study and validation of the concept of 
operating a traditional hammam.

➢ Hotel evaluation mandates; preparation of a specific model, 
based on operating information, financial and real estate 
data and a qualitative assessment. 

➢ Mandates for the study and development of restaurants; 
summary assessment of the market potential of the location, 
analysis of the concept, study of the competition, trends. 

➢ Assistance in the preparation of the business plan of a 
wellness area; financial modelling, preparation of an "all 
audiences" presentation of the project. 

➢ Mandate to assist in the realization of hotel business plans. 

➢ Mandate of advice and assistance for the realization of the 
business plan of indoor leisure centers.

Real Estate - Construction – Infrastructure

➢ Survey of a portfolio of properties and building projects. 

Résumé

❑ More than 30 years of professional experience in general 
management and consulting (corporate or group) both in a 
multinational environment and at local level. Assignments in 
numerous business sectors and areas (production and services) 
across corporate life-cycles, i.e. start-up, growth, repositioning, 
restructuring and stabilization, ranging from pure advisory up to 
hands-on turnaround management..

❑ Training at the École Supérieure de Commerce from Geneva and  
master in commercial & industrial sciences from the University of 
Geneva, with marketing option.

Professional experience

❑ Business consulting, project manager :

– Business plans,

– Business reviews, 

– Management assistance,

– Support to strategic reflection,

– Financial analysis,

– Companies and Real Estate appraisals,

– Restructuring and stabilization.

❑ Management: crisis management, positions in financial 
management and general management : restructuring and 
stabilization of companies, setting up of reporting, consolidation of 
accounts, follow up of legal matters and lawsuits. Interim 
management  and commercial & marketing functions.

Profile
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Laurent Vanat Consulting SARL

19, Margelle

1224 Geneva - Switzerland

Phone/ Voicemail : +4122 349 8440

E-mail : info@vanat.com

Website : www.vanat.com
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